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Government
The City of Newton government is the main adopter, keeper,
and implementer of the Plan. While it is hoped that many
community partners will play major roles, the City will most
definitely be a key to the success of the Plan. As such, this
Chapter will address three key concepts in regards to City
government: maintaining quality services for the public,
focusing on continuous improvement, and seeking
opportunities to work with other governments.
Newton has a long tradition of excellence in City governance,
truly shining bright among its peers in Iowa and around the
country. The City will continue to approach its governing
responsibility with transparency, co-operation, and a positive
attitude of service.

High Performing Organization
In September 2012, the Newton City Council worked through
the visioning exercises of a mission building process. While
the mission hasn’t been fully developed to date, a number of
themes emerged in the process.
The City of Newton ultimately seeks to be the best provider of
quality services in Iowa. The City will have driven,
professional employees dedicated to providing a foundation
upon which the community can thrive. In addition, The City
will deliver public services in a cost-efficient, effective, and
professional manner that is responsive to the needs of the
taxpayer.

This chapter will provide
focus on:


Always Strive to Be a
High Performing
Organization



Collaborate and
Cooperate with other
Governments



Maintain Basic
Services

We will achieve these goals through:
Innovation

Teamwork

Service

Employee Engagement

Inclusiveness

Integrity

Honesty

Financial Stewardship

Genuineness

Pride

Continuous
Improvement

Vision

Positive attitude

Communication
Cooperation

Accountability
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Government Initiatives:
Maintain Basic Services Initiative:
Prioritize and find a sustainable funding stream for infrastructure maintenance, repairs,
and upgrades.
This Plan does not call for great physical expansion of City facilities. For example, the numbers
do not indicate that there will be a need for new satellite public safety stations in the time
frame of this plan. However, there will still be need to make big investments in City facilities
and in maintaining equipment.
Library has its own specific Strategic Plan for its future and included as part of Newton’s
Future by reference.

Things to Do:
Annually adopt a Capital Improvement Plan and Capital Equipment
Program.

Collaborate and Cooperate with other Governments Initiative::
The City of Newton should seek ways to find win-win scenarios with other local
governmental entities. These include school districts, counties, other cities, community
colleges, state agencies, townships, and others. With an open attitude, current “silos”
can be broken down for the sake of efficiency and effectiveness of government as a
whole. The City should be intentional and innovative as it seeks out inter-governmental
agreements. Public-private partnerships should also be in the mix.
Iowa Code Chapter 28E gives governments the legal means to enter into agreements to
cooperate, collaborate, and share resources. Budgetary pressures, as well as technological
advances, will drive the trend for increased inter-governmental collaboration forward in the
upcoming years.

Things to Do:
Work with the City of Lambs Grove on planning and zoning,
infrastructure, or education issues.
Coordinate with Jasper County to identify opportunities for providing
services in a more efficient way.
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High Performing Organization Initiative:
Continually improve and innovate so that services can be provided in an efficient and
effective manner.
Citizens rightfully demand a great deal from their City government. If Newton’s government is
going to shine bright, it cannot be afraid to take risks to lead to innovation. Being a leader
sometimes leads to trial and error mistakes, but it can also lead to extraordinary breakthroughs.

Things to Do:
Improve the City’s use of technology to provide services more effectively
and efficiently.
Have online payments available for all City transactions.
Implement new financial/payroll software in all departments.
Improve data storage in all departments, ensuring that digital files are
stored in a safe, efficient manner.
Have credit card payments available to be made at all City offices.
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